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ISIS Kills Syrians  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills Iraqis  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Americans  

 

(here)  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2949490/ISIS-revert-basic-brutality-latest-execution-video-following-choreographed-murder-Jordanian-pilot-Syrian-prisoner-killed-shotgun-point-blank-range.html
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2014/06/15/militants-post-images-of-mass-killing-in-iraq/
http://5pillarsuk.com/2014/08/22/did-western-intelligence-murder-james-foley/
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ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Sudanese  

 
(here) 

ISIS Threatens to Kill Swedes  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kidnaps (or claims to) Norwegians  

 
(here)  

http://www.christianpost.com/news/isis-video-beheading-sudanese-christian-man-148000/
http://www.thelocal.se/20140813/talk-show-isis-threat-shakes-sweden
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/604127/Islamic-State-ISIS-hostage-Norwegian-Chinese-ransom-behead
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ISIS Kidnaps (or claims to) Chinese  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills Croatians  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills Iranian General  

 
(here) 

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/604127/Islamic-State-ISIS-hostage-Norwegian-Chinese-ransom-behead
http://zeenews.india.com/news/world/isis-video-threatens-to-behead-croatian-captive-if-egypt-doesnt-free-female-prisoners_1642626.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/iran-says-isis-just-killed-its-top-general-in-syria-2015-10
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ISIS Kills Italians  

 
(here)  

ISIS Attacks Lebanon  

  
(here)  

ISIS Kills Egyptians  

 
(here)  

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/world/europe/article4571306.ece
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/13/world/middleeast/lebanon-explosions-southern-beirut-hezbollah.html?_r=0
http://www.jobsnhire.com/articles/19051/20150216/isis-linked-jihadists-under-attack-beheading-egyptian-christians-egypt-launches.htm
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ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Japanese  

 
(here)  

ISIS Threatens To Kill Canadians  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Ethiopians  

 

(here)  

http://www.thedailysheeple.com/is-the-isis-japanese-beheading-video-green-screened-or-what-people-arent-buying-it_012015
http://globalnews.ca/news/1669711/head-of-isis-says-group-will-fight-to-the-last-man-in-new-audio-recording/
http://www.clarionproject.org/news/isis-executes-christians-libya
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ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Englishmen  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills (or pretends to kill) Jordanians  

   
(here)  

ISIS Kills Kurds (both real and fake killings)  

 

(here)  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/david-haines-purportedly-beheaded-in-new-isis-video-1.2765649
http://leaksource.info/2015/02/04/jordanian-pilot-kaseasbeh-burned-alive-by-islamic-state-jordan-executes-is-requested-prisoner-rishawi-in-response/
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/breaking-isis-releases-new-video-parading-beheading-21-kurdish-peshmerga-fighters-1488989
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ISIS Threatens Germany  

 
Islamic State: Isis terrorists urge 'lone wolf' stabbing attacks on civilians in Germany   

(here)  

ISIS Threatens Pakistan  

 
(here)  

ISIS Kills Yazidis  

 
(here)  

https://www.google.com/search?q=isis+threaten+germany&biw=853&bih=431&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAmoVChMI6KvL4tiWyQIVzC0mCh2dOAk9#imgrc=_FRxXcljgDLFWM%3A
http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-terror/isis-has-master-plan-pakistan-secret-memo-warns-n244961
http://mereja.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=85272
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ISIS Attacks Turkey (so they say)  

 
(here)  

ISIS Attacks Russian Airliner (so they say)  

 
(here)  

ISIS Attacks France (so they say)  

 

(here)  

http://www.thedailybeast.com/cheats/2015/07/20/isis-attacks-turkey-for-the-first-time.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2949490/ISIS-revert-basic-brutality-latest-execution-video-following-choreographed-murder-Jordanian-pilot-Syrian-prisoner-killed-shotgun-point-blank-range.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3319006/Twenty-years-bombs-guns-slaughter-MARK-ALMOND-asks-Paris-crucible-ISIS-terror.html
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ISIS Threatens India  

 
(here) 

 

And the ISIS 'hit-list' of nations / 

governments goes on and on and on 

and...  

  
  

Spain 

(here)  

Portugal 

(here)  

Algeria 

(here)  

Morocco 

(here)  

 
   

Belgium 

(here)  

Palestine / Hamas 

(here)  

The Netherlands 

(here)  

Tunisia 

(here)   

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/ISIS-preparing-to-attack-India-Report/articleshow/48264942.cms
http://algarvedailynews.com/news/32-features/politics/6378-isis-map-shows-invasion-of-portugal-and-spain-by-2020
http://algarvedailynews.com/news/32-features/politics/6378-isis-map-shows-invasion-of-portugal-and-spain-by-2020
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2014/10/how-serious-isil-threat-algeria-2014101661651220381.html
http://www.moroccotomorrow.org/daesh-threatens-morocco-massacre/
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/isis-threatens-belgium-repeat-paris-massacre-over-sharia4belgium-jihadists-trial-1486638
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/30/islamic-state-threatens-hamas-gaza-strip
http://www.nltimes.nl/2015/01/13/amsterdam-named-target-new-isis-threat/
http://www.memrijttm.org/isis-threatens-to-spread-to-tunisia-calls-upon-tunisians-to-join-it.html
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Austria 
(here)  

Serbia 
(here)   

Bosnia 
(here)  

Myanmar 
(here)  

   
 

Thailand 

(here)  

Cambodia 

(here)  

Malaysia 

(here)  

The Philippines 

(here)  

 

 
 

 

 

Nigeria 

(here)  

Denmark 

(here)  

Brazil 

(here)  

 

Argentina 

(here)  
 

 

 
 

 

 

Chile 

(here)  

Ireland 

(here)  

  

 

Switzerland 

(here)  
 

 

 

 

Australia 

(here)  
 

 

 

 

http://www.thelocal.at/20150806/islamic-state-threatens-germany-and-austria
http://shoebat.com/2015/07/17/islamic-state-isis-is-now-in-serbia-and-threatening-to-make-christian-serbs-their-slaves/
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/25/isis-targets-vulnerable-bosnia-for-recruitment-and-attack
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/maha-hosain-aziz/how-isis-could-destroy-my_b_7810686.html
http://thediplomat.com/2014/07/isis-a-threat-well-beyond-the-middle-east/
http://thediplomat.com/2014/07/isis-a-threat-well-beyond-the-middle-east/
http://thediplomat.com/2014/07/isis-a-threat-well-beyond-the-middle-east/
http://www.manilatimes.net/grave-isis-threat-philippines/132938/
http://www.manilatimes.net/grave-isis-threat-philippines/132938/
http://kamreports.blogspot.com/2015/11/isis-threatens-nigeria.html
https://www.rt.com/news/183732-isis-denmark-jihad-security/
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/03/23/report-isis-recruiting-lone-wolf-jihadists-in-brazil-to-attack-2016-olympics/
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/03/23/report-isis-recruiting-lone-wolf-jihadists-in-brazil-to-attack-2016-olympics/
http://www.ibtimes.co.in/isis-threatens-argentina-chile-presidents-via-email-633600
http://www.ibtimes.co.in/isis-threatens-argentina-chile-presidents-via-email-633600
http://www.ibtimes.co.in/isis-threatens-argentina-chile-presidents-via-email-633600
http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/leading-irish-muslim-warns-isis-operating-in-ireland-and-authorities-not-doing-enough-to-combat-threat-30582764.html
http://www.thelocal.ch/20150115/isis-video-encourages-swiss-terror-attacks
http://www.thelocal.ch/20150115/isis-video-encourages-swiss-terror-attacks
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/03/23/report-isis-recruiting-lone-wolf-jihadists-in-brazil-to-attack-2016-olympics/
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/03/23/report-isis-recruiting-lone-wolf-jihadists-in-brazil-to-attack-2016-olympics/
http://wwlp.com/2014/09/22/isis-threatens-to-attack-the-u-s-france-australia/
http://wwlp.com/2014/09/22/isis-threatens-to-attack-the-u-s-france-australia/
http://wwlp.com/2014/09/22/isis-threatens-to-attack-the-u-s-france-australia/
http://wwlp.com/2014/09/22/isis-threatens-to-attack-the-u-s-france-australia/
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Given ISIS' bold assaults and threats against pretty much the entire planet, one 

would think that Israel would be Enemy # 1 on the ISIS hit list. After all, how many 
times have we all been told that 'Islamic terrorists' hate Jews and Israel for stealing 

the Holy Land and abusing the Palestinians? And yet, not only does ISIS refuse to 
attack Israel; and not only is ISIS anti-Palestinian; but the masked ninjas of You Tube 

fame have never threatened, nor even spoken ill of Israel until only just a few weeks 
ago -- and that was only to alleviate the growing suspicion and mounting accusations 

that the murderous mercenaries of ISIS are 'in cahoots with' Mossad. 
The questions persist:  

 Why doesn't ISIS ever stick-up for the oppressed Palestinians? 
 Why is it that the main enemies of ISIS just happen to be the main enemies of 

Israel (Syria, Iran, Lebanon, Hezbollah, Hamas)?! 

 Why does ISIS kill or threaten Christians, Buddhists and even other Muslims -- 
but not the Jews of Israel or Europe? 

 Why can't Western Intelligence Agencies infiltrate ISIS? 
 Where is ISIS headquarters? Webpage? 1-800 telephone number? Facebook 

account? 
 Who pays for their expensive military hardware and fleets of shiny Toyota 

trucks? 
 Why hasn't ISIS launched suicide attacks against Israeli targets? 

 How is that SITE (an Israeli operation) is able to so easily obtain the photos and 
'beheading' videos of ISIS? 

 With so many "suicide bombers" at its disposal, why hasn't ISIS ever attempted 
to kill a single political leader? When one is suicidal, he can get to anyone-- as 

the Red Anarchist assassins of the 19th and early 20th Century so ably 
demonstrated. 

 Why are all of the "beheading" victims wearing U.S. standard-issue orange 

jumpsuits? 
 How do members of the massive ISIS organization communicate amongst 

themselves when the NSA can easily track phone calls and E-mails? --- Carrier 
Pigeons perhaps? 

 Whatever happened to 'Al Qaeda'? Did they go out of business? 
A July, 2014 story appearing in HAARETZ of Israel attempts to explain whitewash 

some of these mysteries.  
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Headline and opening: 

*******************  
 Why the Islamic State Isn’t in Any Rush to Attack Israel 

 
The organization formerly known as ISIS has made clear that 

fighting Shi’ite Muslims is its top priority.  
While Israel is pounding Gaza, it’s good to know that at least one Muslim organization 
isn’t rushing to threaten Israel. This refreshing news comes from the organization 

known until about a week or two ago as ISIS, but which now – since it has started to 
consolidate its hold on a stretch of territory linking Iraq and Syria – calls itself the 

Islamic State.  

 *******************   
(full article)  

More on this mystery from "mainstream media":  
Israel National News (07 / 2014):  
ISIS Spokesman Explains Why 'Islamic State' Not Supporting Hamas 
Spokesman for radical jihadi group says the time is not right for a confrontation with Israel. 

Reuters headline (10 / 2014): 
Here’s why Israel loses no sleep over Islamic State 

Israel National News (02 / 2015): 
Fatah Member: How Come ISIS Does Not Attack Israel? 

  
They can spin it all they want, but the situation is very clear to those of us who have read PLANET 

ROTHSCHILD  
ISIS = ISRAEL -- And anyone who still refuses, in the face of so much evidence, to see through this 
proxy 'war against the world' is beyond saving at this point. 

      

Cambodia is more important to ISIS than Israel??? Seriously? 
http://tomatobubble.com/id933.html  

http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/.premium-1.605097
http://tomatobubble.com/id859.html
http://tomatobubble.com/id859.html
http://tomatobubble.com/id933.html
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Not affiliated with the 'Dummies' book series  

WORLD WAR 3 FOR DUMMIES 

A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Understanding the Present 

World Situation 

*This piece has gone viral. Keep 
it going! 

1998 - 2000: Setting the table 

Powerful elites and influential think tanks forecast a coming period of American aggression. 

Zbigniew Brzezinski speaks for the Globalist faction of the western PRC (Predatory Ruling 

Class) in 'The Grand Chessboard', a book in which he openly advocates for bolder American 

action in dominating the Eurasian land mass. 

During this same period, the 'neo-conservative' faction of the PRC, represented by people like 

Robert Kagan, William Kristol, Paul Wolfowitz and Dick Cheney, begin agitating for America to 

overthrow any government in the Middle East that stands in the way of Israel's domination of 

the region. To that end, Kagan and Kristol had founded a group called PNAC (Project for the 

New American Century). 

The two overlapping factions are often 'on the same page', and yet often at odds too. Globalists 

are generally more focused on surrounding and subverting the Russia-China bloc, ultimately 

creating a 'unipolar world' (New World Order). The neo-con Zionists are generally in 

agreement, but their main emphasis is to help Israel to expand its territory and develop into 

the dominant regional power in that area of the world. 

Think of these factions as competing 'Mafia' families. They are still part of the same overall 

power structure, but with competing interests at certain times and in certain areas. 

  

Friendly Rivals 
Globalist Zbigniew Brzezinski and Neo-Con Robert Kagan both called for a more aggressive role in US 
foreign policy. Both of them also cited, in writing, the need for a "new Pearl Harbor" to rally public 
support for their ambitious foreign policy objectives. 

Brzezinski / 1999  (Pearl Harbor quote) Kagan & Friends / 2000 (New Pearl Harbor quote) 

* Kagan is married to Victoria Nuland (Nudelman). Keep her name in mind because she will come back 
into play later on in this narrative. 

http://www.takeoverworld.info/brzezinski_quotes.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_for_the_New_American_Century#.22New_Pearl_Harbor.22
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 Fast Forward to 2005: Dick Cheney swears in Vickey Nuland as US Representative to NATO, as proud 
hubby Robert Kagan and kids look on. 

2001-2003: Putting the plan into action 

In the wake of the very strange, and very convenient 'Pearl Harbor' type attacks of 9-11-2001, General Wesley Clark 

learns that the pro-Israeli neo-conservatives within the Bush-Cheney administration plan to overthrow the 

governments of Iraq, Libya, Syria, Iran and several other states. Clark did not go public with this claim until 

2007. 

  

General Clark alleged that the traumatic destruction of 9/11 enabled an aggressive foreign policy to be 

implemented; even though none of the targeted nations had anything to do with 9/11. 

2003-2011: Death & Destruction 

Though plans did not exactly unfold according to the Pentagon's 5-year time-table, subsequent events 

confirm General Clark's allegations. Continue or read on at: http://tomatobubble.com/id686.html  

http://tomatobubble.com/id686.html
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Saddam (Iraq), Dead   /   Qaddafi (Libya), Dead   /    Assad (Syria), still hanging on!  

2006: Putin is the architect behind the BRICS trade bloc 

BRICS is the acronym for a trade association among five major emerging economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China, 

and South Africa. The grouping was originally known as "BRIC" before the inclusion of South Africa in 2010. BRICS 

members are all developing countries with large, fast-growing economies. With Russia and China at its core, BRICS 

has since grown so much in both economic and political influence, that its members can no longer be controlled by 

the masters of global affairs. Said India's ex- Foreign Secretary, Coneel Sebal: "The West is scared of BRICS as it 

has no control over it." 

  

 The BRICS bloc grows stronger each day. By 2014, the group will have established its own international 

financing mechanism to circumvent the vultures of the IMF (International Monetary Fund). What the 

monopoly gangsters of Western financial affairs cannot control, they will seek to destroy. 

 2010-2014 / The WikiLeaks / Arab Spring Scam 

After gaining 'street cred' by releasing videos which embarrassed America, the shadowy operator named 

Julian Assange and his hyped-up 'WikiLeaks' group release damaging information about certain Arab 

leaders. Western-affiliated Arab media then fans the WikiLeaks flames as CIA controlled 'activists' and 

their student-dupes take to the streets of Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan, Yemen, Sudan, Libya, Egypt and 

Syria. Some of these 'Arab Spring' uprisings turn violent (Libya, Syria). 

 The clever ruse of 'spontaneous protests' masks the hidden US hand behind the 'Arab Spring' and the 

pre-planned violence which emerges from it. 

Agent Assange would later publicly admit that he planned the 'Arab Spring'. (here) This is a bit of a self-

aggrandizing simplification, of course. The actual role of WikiLeaks in triggering the 'Arab Spring' was 

only that of catalyst. CIA assets on the 'Arab Street', embedded within Arab governments, and 

within Arab media, were also part of the cunning ploy to destabilize Arab governments from North Africa 

to the Middle East.  

The WikiLeaks Weapon of mass destabilization also played a huge role in taking down Italian Prime 

Minister Silvio Berlusconi. (here)  For his close personal friendship with Russia's Vladimir Putin and his 

open support of Libya's Qaddafi, the colorful Italian mogul had gotten himself on the 'hit-list' of the US 

State Department and the New York Times. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/julian-assange-interview-2012-1
http://www.corriere.it/International/english/articoli/2010/11/29/wikileaks-Berlusconi-leader.shtml
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Both the phony Assange and the phony 'Protester' were named as 'Persons of the Year'. The 'Arab Spring' 

scam destabilized several Arab states, several of them from Wesley Clarke's previously mentioned list! 
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CIA-WikiLeaks & corrupt media punished the 'dangerous' Berlusconi for his close associations with the 
big bad Qaddafi and the big bad Putin. 

SPRING 2013: The terroristic 'rebels' of Syria need help  

US and Saudi-supplied terroristic 'rebels' are losing their fight to overthrow Assad of Syria. Toward the goal of helping 

the mostly foreign mercenary 'rebels', the US, with Israeli and American neo-con urging, seeks a pretext to begin the 

bombing of Syrian government positions. 

 
Warmongering Senator McCain visits the 'rebels' in Syria; most of whom are actually foreign fighters. 

Their ranks consist of mercenaries, convicts, and self-proclaimed jihadists; all organized and led 

by Western / Saudi / Israeli Special undercover operatives and their Arab agents. 

 JUNE 2013: Putin visits Israel  

Russian President Vladimir Putin arrives in Israel to pay a visit to the notorious warmongering Prime Minister, Bibi 

Netanyahu. In strong yet diplomatic terms, the pro-Syrian President of Russia expresses his opposition to any strike 

against Syria or Iran. 
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Unlike American leaders who grovel before Netanyahu, Putin was not afraid to go to Israel and speak 
frankly  to the Prime Minister. 
Both Putin and Dr. Assad, (an eye doctor educated in England) have a huge base of support among 
Syrians. 

 SUMMER 2013: Hillary threatens Russia & China  

Russia and China have consistently urged peace. An angry Hillary Clinton declares: "Russia and China will pay a 

price for standing up for the Assad regime." 

 
Born-again neo-con Hillary openly threatened Russia and China over Syria. 

SUMMER 2013: Setting the stage for a phony chemical attack 

Under pressure from the neo-cons and the Israel Lobby, Obama announces a 'red line'. He states that if the Syrian 

government were to fire chemical weapons at the 'rebels', the US would be forced to intervene.  

*IMPORTANT REMINDER: Obama's handlers are more closely affiliated with that wing of America's foreign policy 

Establishment whose main project is the gradual encirclement and subversion of Russia and China (Soros, 

Rockefeller, Kissinger, Brzezinski etc). Unlike the neo-con faction, Middle East wars for Israel are generally regarded 

by this bunch of 'One Worlders' as a waste of political capital. 

 
How did Obama know that a 'gas attack' was coming? 
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SUMMER 2013: Phony gas attack blamed on Assad  

Predictably, and right on cue, an alleged 'gas attack' of dubious origin occurs in Syria - just a few weeks after 

Obama's warning! It is claimed in the hysterical Western Yellow Press that children were among the victims of 

Assad's 'gas'. 

  

"Now children. We are going to play the sleepy-sleepy game now. Everyone lay down and close your eyes." 

Images of the "poison gas" attacks had a fake, staged quality to them. Did the attacks actually happen? If so, would it 

not have been more to the 'rebel's' advantage to blame Assad and draw the US directly into the conflict? 

SUMMER 2013: Assad denies the accusation  

President Assad strongly denies the accusation and invites an international investigation into the alleged occurrence. 

Assad compares the accusation to the false claims of "Weapons of Mass Destruction" which were leveled against Iraq 

in 2002 & 2003. 

  

Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist Seymour Hersh is convinced that Assad was framed for gas 

attacks. (here) 

It wasn't the first time that the US government and the New York Times tried to lie America into a war.  

SUMMER 2013: On the brink of war  

The Obama administration ignores Assad's denials and begins preparations for war. Meanwhile, Netanyahu of Israel 

continues his attempts to induce a Syrian attack against Israel. Assad will not take America's nor Israel's bait, but he 

does threaten retaliation in the event of a full scale attack upon Syria. 

http://www.lrb.co.uk/v36/n08/seymour-m-hersh/the-red-line-and-the-rat-line
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Netanyahu actually dropped a massive bomb on a Syrian position, killing scores of Syrian soldiers. Assad did not 

respond to this inexplicable act of war, which Senators McCain & Graham (above with Netanyahu) fully supported. 

SUMMER 2013: American-Jewish Lobby openly demands war 

The leaders of the America's major Jewish organizations combine to issue a joint statement in support of waging war 

against Syria. The Washington Post refers to the Israel Lobby's campaign for war as "full court press". 

    
McCain's annual anti-Syria & anti-Iran rants before the all mighty AIPAC (America's Israel Lobby) always 

draw wild applause. 

SUMMER 2013: Americans say 'NO!' 

The American public awakens from its slumber and begins inundating White House and Congressional 

switchboards with angry phone calls against the war. 

   

 Angry Americans show up at a 'town hall' to rip John McCain a new butt-hole over his support for 
bombing Syria. 

SUMMER 2013: Russia & China will defend Syria 

 Russia, China, Syria and Iran stage war games in the Mediterranean. The strong hand played by Putin & 

friends causes Obama to blink, or at least gives him the out that he needed. 
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American aggression has drawn Russia and China closer together than ever before. 

SUMMER 2013: Putin saves the day! 

 Russia offers a deal in which Syria agrees to surrender its chemical weapons in exchange for peace and Russia's 

continued protection. Obama-Kerry eagerly seize upon the line which Putin has masterfully thrown to them. 

 
US Secretary of State Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov work out a deal to avoid war; but the 

game isn't over. The Western and Israeli warmongers never sleep. 

FALL 2013: Back to the drawing board! 

The war with Syria (and Iran) is averted. Netanyahu and the disappointed neo-con warmongers are forced to go 'back 

to the drawing-board'. 

  
"Don't think you are off the hook Mr. Obama. I will devise a new plan and we shall revisit this next year." 
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 WINTER 2013: 'Spontaneous' pro-EU/US mobs form in Kiev 

CIA 'rent-a-mobs', malcontents, and assorted dupes and activists begin forming in Kiev, Ukraine. Their ultimate aim is 

to overthrow the Russia-friendly government of Ukraine and replace it with US-EU puppets. Senator McCain the 

Insane soon arrives in Kiev to incite the restless mob with shouts of"America stands with you!" 

   

McCain the Insane arrives in Ukraine, stirring up trouble, yet again! 
Also stirring trouble is US Under-Secretary of State Victoria Nuland (Nudelman). Nuland is the wife of arch 
'neo-conservative' luminary Robert Kagan; one of the principal architects of the never-ending 'War on 

Terror'. In addition to the cookies that she handed out to the 'pro-US' mobs, Nuland has also helped to 
dole out billions of dollars in 'pro-democracy investment' in Ukraine, all on the backs of US taxpayers. 

FEBRUARY 2014: The Ukrainian 'protesters' turn violent 

Emboldened by McCain, Nuland-Kagan, and other Western interlopers, and also by the timidity of 

Ukraine's elected President Yanukovich, the Kiev mob turns violent. Incredibly, Obama and his NATO 

puppets urge Yanukovich to "show restraint" toward the "peaceful protesters". 

   
When McCain's rent-a-mobs and dupes turned violent, Obama and The New York Times continued to refer 

to them as "peaceful protesters". 

   

 The masked Israeli Commander 'Delta' and his team fought to overthrow the elected government of 

Ukraine. 
True story! Among the violent thugs in Kiev were a group of former Israeli commandos. (Here) What 
would be Israel's motivation to establish a new anti-Russian Ukrainian government on Putin's front door-
step? Ask McCain and Netahyahu  

http://www.jta.org/2014/02/28/news-opinion/world/in-kiev-an-israeli-militia-commander-fights-in-the-streets-and-saves-lives
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 FEBRUARY 2014: Ukraine's duly elected government is overthrown 

As the Winter Olympics in Russia draws to a close, the Ukrainian government is violently overthrown and replaced by 

US-EU puppets hostile to Russia. Yanukovich flees for his life to Russia. 

      
Putin's duly elected ally, Yanukovich is out. The hand-picked puppets of Nuland-Kagan and McCain then 

come to power in Ukraine. 

 MARCH 2014: Russian Crimea divorces CIA-Ukraine 

The Crimean Russians declare their separation from the illegitimate puppet-gangster state which they did not support. 

Crimeans, by a margin of 97%, vote to rejoin their historic Russian Motherland. Russian-speaking Ukrainians in the 

East also begin to resist the new Kiev regime. 

 
What the Western Press falsely described as an "invasion" and a "conquest", was actually a joyous 

reunification of the Crimean peninsula with its Russian Motherland. These people wanted nothing to do 
with the violent puppet-gangsters of Kagan's Kiev. 

SUMMER 2014: Russia is falsely accused of destabilizing Ukraine 

The West falsely accuses Russia of orchestrating the instability in eastern Ukraine. Sanctions are imposed 

as the Kiev puppets bomb and attack their own people. 

  

The new puppet President Petro Poroshenko is hated in the eastern half of his country (and not all that 
popular in the western part either). But Obama and his EU poodles just love the bloody billionaire tyrant. 
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SUMMER 2014: Putin refuses to be baited into war 

Russia resists the deliberate provocations of puppet Kiev and refuses to invade Ukraine, which, though 

not yet a member, has the backing of NATO. The freedom fighters of the eastern Ukraine beat back Kiev's 

disorganized and demoralized military as the NATO nations begin to quietly position their forces. 

 
The eastern rebels have captured many Ukrainian military personnel; many of whom are helpless 

conscripts who now hate puppet President Porky Poroshenko. 

NATO's relentless eastward expansion, right up to Russia's Baltic State borders (Estonia, Latvia, 

Lithuania), now poses a direct threat to Russia. 

 
September 2014: Obama reviews Estonian troops with the puppet President Hendrik.  

SUMMER 2014: China is also targeted 

Meanwhile, in the Far East, the US puppet states of Japan, Vietnam and Philippines escalate their petty agitations of 

China. Japan announces that it will amend its pacifist Constitution and build up its military. 

Although Obama's Globalist faction and the anti-Obama neo-cons share a common interest in menacing the Russia-

China alliance, the motives are different. Obama still would prefer to avoid a Middle Eastern war, and focus on inciting 

wars against Russia and China instead. 

   
The anti-China puppet Presidents of Vietnam and Philippines are on America's Mafia payroll too. That is why these 
weak states have suddenly grown so bold in antagonizing peaceful China over petty issues.   
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YELLOW JOURNALISM IS ALIVE AND WELL! 

From September of 2013 to September of 2014, the highly influential New York Times runs 102 front page 

stories carrying a negative headline and slant towards Russia, and 62 stories equally critical of China. In 

addition, scores of similarly negative hit-pieces  appear in the Editorial and International Section of the 

Sulzberger-Ochs Family's "newspaper of record". 

The rest of the piranha press follows the lead of The New York Slimes. 

 
Arthur Ochs-Sulzberger controls The Times. The powerful newspaper has been run by his family since 

1896. 

  

The Western / NATO Propaganda Press vilifies Putin on a daily basis. 

 SPRING - SUMMER 2014: The African Connection 

Over in Africa, where China conducts an enormous amount of mutually beneficial business, a shadowy 'Islamic' 

terror group known as 'Boku Haram' pops up out-of-nowhere. The terrorists attack and kidnap Chinese 

workers while destabilizing the pro-China / pro-Russia government of Nigeria. After the Boku-bogeyman supposedly 

kidnaps 200 schoolgirls, McCain the Insane calls for a US invasion! 

Soon after the 'Boku Haram' card is played there comes a sudden and mysterious Ebola break-out. Isoil-

rich Nigeria "unlucky", or are the Nigerians being targeted for their close and growing business relations 

with China (and also Russia)?  

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/18/us-nigeria-violence-cameroon-idUSBREA4H00K20140518
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/18/us-nigeria-violence-cameroon-idUSBREA4H00K20140518
http://hotair.com/archives/2014/05/13/mccain-lets-send-u-s-special-forces-into-nigeria-to-rescue-the-kidnapped-girls/
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/06/opinion/adewale-maja-pearce-nigeria-in-the-time-of-ebola.html?_r=0
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Mutual respect and common benefit is the foundation of the strong China-Nigeria relationship.  

    

 Nigeria and China (Russia to a lesser extent) have become so close that the New York Times (barf) has 
expressed it's 'concern" (here)?Hillary Clinton has also 'warned' African nations about getting too close to 

China (here). 
The Boku Haram / 'Bring Back our Girls' scam and what is probably a deliberately engineered Ebola crisis 

are being used as pretexts to send troops to Nigeria and other African nations! 

SUMMER 2014: A new 'bogeyman' is born 

Again, out of nowhere, a new 'bogeyman' with a creative name is introduced to frighten the world. A militarized 

terror group known as 'ISIS' (Islamic State in Iraq and Syria) begins to carry out atrocities in Iraq and Syria. How this 

'spontaneous' force managed to fund, arm and organize itself right under the cyber-nose of the NSA, and beyond the 

knowledge of the 'on-the-ground' intelligence capabilities of the CIA, MI6 and Mossad remains a mystery. 

Why is an Arabic group using an English language / Roman lettered acronym? 

  

"ISIS is a complete farce. It is a completely fabricated enemy funded by the United States and its allies." 

-Steven D Kelley - former CIA & NSA contractor 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/08/opinion/majapearce-nigerias-china-connection.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/aug/01/hillary-clinton-africa-china
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The ISIS 'bogeyman' is nothing but a strategic repackaging of the very same terrorist 'rebels' that the 
US-Saudi-Israeli Axis has been financing and controlling all along. In this latest reincarnation, ISIS is 

"the bad guys". 

 
White skinned 'Arab' terrorists with red hair and Jewish nose? 

SUMMER 2014: Fake beheadings hyped by the media 

Like a Grade 'B' movie, ISIS stages a trio of fake 'beheadings' of two alleged 'journalists' (always a good CIA 

cover) and an 'aid worker' (also a typical cover). Through an Israeli linked 'media group' called 'SITE', the 

videos are posted on You Tube. In one of the videos, the masked actor calls out Obama by name; essentially 

daring him to send American troops to come and get him. These corny-ass videos, as well as the mushy TV interviews 

of the 'grieving relatives of the deceased' (more lousy actors) are really quite amusing. 

Why are the "victims" always dressed in US standard-issue orange prison jump suits? 

Strangely enough, the ISIS gang has neither attacked nor threatened Israel. Why is that? Hmmm. 

SITE is the same outfit that released the ridiculous computer animated video of Osama Bin Laden back in 2007 - the 

one with the 'Just For Men" hair coloring saturated throughout his beard!   

       

SITE: 2007: "Hi. I'm Osama Bin Laden, and I recommend Just For Men gel to keep that 
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young, sexy terrorist look." 

 
The fake 'beheading' videos cut to black just as the throats of the strangely calm 'victims' are about to be 

cut by the really bad actors in black. The 'victims' (an American, an American-Israeli, and a Brit) don't 

even squirm! Intense media pressure builds for Obama to "do something" in order to "stop ISIS". 

  
Moments before his 'beheading', James Foley cracks a smile. "Oh well, we all gotta go sometime."  / In a 

TV interview immediately following the James Foley 'beheading', the 'bereaved sister' of the 'victim' can't 

stop smiling either!  

 
Incredibly, this was the same 'James Foley' who was kidnapped 3 years ago in Libya, inspiring the 'Free 

Foley' marketing campaign! (here)As you can see, 'Mom and Dad' were all smiles about that 2011 

'kidnapping' too! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Foley_(journalist)
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The headline story about the Foley video being fake was quickly 'disappeared'. 

Obama and Netanyahu are laughing at YOU America! 

  

David Haines / Rita Katz 

 As this piece was being published (September 13, 2014), the third phony 'beheading' video was just released. All 

videos come to us from a purported media organization known as 'SITE' (Search for International Terrorist 

Entities) SITE was founded and run by Rita Katz, an Iraqi born Israeli operative and veteran of the IDF 

(Israeli Defense Force). How is she getting the exclusive for these videos? 

https://www.siteintelgroup.com 

SEPTEMBER 2014: Obama to bomb Syria 

As he did exactly 1 year ago, the outmaneuvered Obama is forced to announce his intention to bomb Syria, (under 

the pretext of bombing ISIS). This time around, the US can claim a "moral" reason for doing so - to stop the 

'beheaders' of ISIS! 

With Russia and China now facing potential wars to deal with in their own backyards, the Middle East 

door is open to Israel's long-awaited US war on Syria, then Iran. 

  

This time around, thanks to the shocking ISIS "beheading" You Tube videos, Obama was able to get away with 
telling the nation (on the eve of 9/11 of course) that it is necessary to bomb Iraq and Syria. With Putin now 

preoccupied with the possibility of a US-EU-Israel - engineered war in Eastern Europe, will Russia still be able to 
protect Assad? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rita_Katz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rita_Katz
https://www.siteintelgroup.com/
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SEPTEMBER 2014: Syria will defend its airspace 

The Syrian government has stated, on several occasions, that any bombing of ISIS positions carried out without its 

permission and it cooperation, would be considered an act of aggression. How long will it be before the Syrian 

forces and American aircraft come into direct conflict? 

 
Syria's Russian-made air defense systems are state-of-the-art. What happens if they rightfully decide to 

shoot down unauthorized US aircraft?  

SEPTEMBER 2014: Russia and Iran 'smell a rat' 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov sees right through the related Ukraine and ISIS maneuvers: 

“There are reasons to suspect that air strikes on Syrian territory may target not only areas controlled by Islamic State 

militants, but the government troops may also be attacked on the quiet to weaken the positions of Bashar 

Assad’s army.”  

Ali Shamkhani, Secretary of Iran's National Security exposes the trick too: 

"On the pretext of fighting terrorism, the United States want to pursue their unilateral policies and violate the 

sovereignty of states. Washington is trying to divert the eyes of the world from its pivotal role in supporting 

and equipping the terrorists in Syria in a bid to topple the legitimate regime."  

  

When he visited Syria in 2012, Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov was given a hero's welcome. 

 
September 13, 2014 / 'Paths to War. Then and Now, Haunt Obama' 

"If he (Assad) dared to do that (shoot down a U.S. plane), Mr. Obama said he would order American 

forces to wipe out Syria’s air defense system, ...... He went on to say that such an action by Mr. Assad 

would lead to his overthrow." 
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May God, or at least the Russia-China bloc, protect Dr. & Mrs. Assad and their beautiful family. 

 
September 14, 2014 / 'NATO Chief Warns Moscow: No More Stealth Invasions' 

"On Monday, NATO Commander Gen. Philip Breedlove had a not-so-subtle message for Russia: it will 
consider stealth and unofficial invasions to be a trigger for war." 

  
Breedlove? Sounds more like Dr. Strangelove! 

October, 2015 

Just weeks after Russian begins bombing ISIS positions in Syria, a Russian airliner is blown out of the 

sky over Egypt. ISIS (according to Rita Katz's SITE) takes credit for the attack. Russia and Egypt - seeking to 

avoid a wider conflict - pretend that the crash may have been an accident. 

   "ISIS did it! -- ISIS did it!"    

        
A very strange crash -- intended to provoke Russia into putting "boots on the ground". 
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11-13-15 

A Friday the 13th terror attack in Paris is blamed on mythical 'ISIS' (according to Rita Katz's SITE).France 

begins bombing in Syria and American neo-cons calls for "boots on the ground" to "stop ISIS."  

 
"ISIS did it! -- ISIS did it!" 

  
In response to the ritualistic 11-13-15 false-flag attack in Paris, PNAC neo conservative Bill Kristol wants 50,000 U.S. 

soldiers to invade Russian-protected Syria. 

What's coming?  

If the U.S. does start bombing in Syria, it will be just a matter of time before Syrian forces and American aircraft 

come into hostile contact. What the response from Russia, Iran and China will then be is anyone's guess. That may be 

the key point in the grand chess match in which the Baltic States and China Sea pieces are played against the Russia-

China alliance. 

How bloody damned convenient that the strange and sudden rise of ISIS, the sinister events in Ukraine, and the anti-

China maneuvers in the Pacific (and Africa too), should all fit so neatly together, benefiting the Globalist agenda of 

the 'powers-that-be'. 

The only question now seems to be; will the eventual big war kick off in the Middle East (as Netanyahu & the neo-

cons want), or in Eastern Europe (as Obama and certain EU pygmies prefer)? Or perhaps both? 

Pick your poison America! 

  

Things could get interesting.  

http://tomatobubble.com/id686.html  

http://tomatobubble.com/id686.html
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Riga’s Wagner Hall: an historic theater in dire disrepair 
Michael Mustillo, 2015-11-18 

 
DERELICT: Riga’s Wagner Hall, once known as the famous 

City Theater. 
RIGA — The operatic works of Richard Wagner are epic in scale, 
including his four-opera “Ring Cycle,” a complex melodrama that 
demands 18 hours of performance time. Perhaps just as epic in 
scale are the renovations necessary to rehabilitate the theater 
and concert hall bearing Wagner’s name in Riga’s city center. 
Wagner, a controversial figure whose innovations changed the 
worlds of opera and classical music forever, holds an indelible 
role in the musical history of Latvia’s capital. He arrived in Riga 
in 1837, becoming the first Chief Conductor of the City Theater 
at the age of 24. During his two years as Kapellmeister he 
oversaw the production of 39 operas; his dismissal came only as 
a response to the composer’s alleged financial misdeeds in Riga. 
One assumes that Wagner spent a tremendous amount of time 
in the theater that now stands at 4 Richard Wagner Street in 
Riga’s Old Town. Built in 1782 by the Baltic German architect 
Christoph Haberland, the theatre served as the city’s cultural 
center for over a century. Today, Haberland is renowned as one 
of Latvia’s leading exponents of classicism architecture; his work 
stands out in a city known for its Art Nouveau buildings. It 
remains likely that Wagner was inspired by details of the City 
Theater in Riga when designing his Bayreuth Festival Theater, a 
German opera house created specifically for the performance of 
Wagner’s operatic works. 
Riga’s legendary City Theater is known today as Wagner Hall, 
and its last use occurred in 2007 when the functioning concert 
hall was forced to shut its doors in response to worsening 
structural conditions. The building is currently managed by the 
SJSC State Real Estate and the Ministry of Finance. 
In 2011, Hanza Projekts, Ltd. supervised the examination and 
analysis of the Wagner Hall’s technical condition; subsequent 
follow-up work occurred during autumn 2012. Since then, no 
further analysis or renovation has taken place in this rapidly 
declining building. 
Information from the website of The Richard Wagner Theater 
House Renovation Fund of Riga states that Hanza Projekts’ 
conclusions “reaffirmed the cultural, historical, and artistic value 
of architectural details that should be restored, as well as the 

unsatisfactory condition of the building’s foundation and weight-
bearing structures. Yet, in spite of the study’s recommendations 
to stabilize and reinforce the building’s foundation, it has not 
been done.” 
It becomes apparent that necessary leadership in the Latvian 
government is nonexistent to resurrect this formerly majestic 

building as it falls into a state of tragic disrepair. A building that 
once bustled with artistic activity now suffers from deep cracks 
in the walls and ceiling. Renovation becomes even more urgent 
when one considers the building’s illustrious musical legacy, 
which belongs not only to the cultural heritage of Riga and 
Latvia, but indeed to all of Europe. 
Throwing in moral support to discussions of the building’s 
future, Latvia’s Ministry of Culture trumpets: “The cultural and 
historical significance of the Wagner Hall is undoubted.” 
However, a lengthy list of necessary rebuilding projects has 
placed pressure on the availability and allocation of government 
funds. Included amongst these projects was the 2013 
restoration of the fire-ravaged Riga Castle, a 16th century 
building that serves as the official residence of the President of 
Latvia. 
At time of publication, The Baltic Times has not received a 
response from State Real Estate regarding the current status of 
the building. Speaking on behalf of the Ministry of Culture, 
Dagnija Grinfelde states: “The Ministry of Culture in cooperation 
with the State Real Estate has considered the possibility to 
renovate the Wagner Hall through a private partnership, partly 
providing the cultural function in the building. Unfortunately, 
there is no necessary funding in the state budget for this 
purpose.” 
In addition to lack of state funds, it must be considered that 
private funds will be difficult to come by due to the fractious 
nature of Wagner’s character. A known anti-Semite, Wagner’s 
works were held in high regard by the Third Reich and 
undoubtedly served as an inspiration to some who took up the 
cause of the Nazi party. 

Indeed this once-great concert hall will require substantial 
financial backing from the government or private sector if it is to 
be restored to its former state. The Richard Wagner House 
Renovation Fund of Riga was founded in 2014 to popularize the 
idea that renovations are urgently required. The Renovation 
Fund, however, “is currently not seeking donations and has no 
balance.” This comes according to Gunars Nagels, Director of 
the Museum of the Occupation in Latvia. “Our work has 
stagnated since the beginning of the year due to various 
reasons, but I hope that will change soon.” 
Sergejs Nikiforovs from the Nams Architectural Studio in Riga 
believes that the best way to proceed would be to undertake 
renovation of the concert hall in its previous shape. 
“The costs would vary and would depend on the scale of 
renovation works,” said Nikiforovs. 
“Currently the property belongs to the Latvian State; that 
means that leadership should be provided by the state as part of 
the National Tourism Attraction Program.” 
This problem surrounding the renovations of the Wagner House, 
Nikiforovs said, “could not be solved only through the means of 
enthusiasm of musicians. 
“I would propose to launch an overwhelming international 
marketing campaign to advertise Riga as a city of Richard 
Wagner.”  
http://www.baltictimes.com/riga___s_wagner_hall__an
_historic_theater_in_dire_disrepair/  

_______________________________________________   
PARIS - 13 November 2015  

PREDICTED ON ECONOMIST MAGAZINE COVER? 
http://tomatobubble.com/economist_magazine_cover.html 

************************  

From 2009 

Fake Al Qaeda Actors EXPOSED! Adam Gadahn & Yousef al-Khattab 
http://12160.info/video/fake-al-qaeda-actors-exposed 

_______________________________________________  
In Brief

http://www.baltictimes.com/riga___s_wagner_hall__an_historic_theater_in_dire_disrepair/
http://www.baltictimes.com/riga___s_wagner_hall__an_historic_theater_in_dire_disrepair/
http://tomatobubble.com/economist_magazine_cover.html
http://12160.info/video/fake-al-qaeda-actors-exposed
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German Economic News Infers France Will Re-Align with 
Russia, Abandon U.S. 

Nov 19, 2015 What's your thoughts? 
Eric Zuesse 

U.S. President Barack Obama’s continuing refusal to work 
together with Vladimir Putin’s offensive in Syria to slaughter all 
jihadists there, has driven French President Francois Hollande to 
consider a fundamental re-alignment of France with Russia and 
away from the U.S. and NATO (the anti-Russian military club of 
nations). Recent news reporting in German Economic News — a 
news medium with an uncanny and extraordinary record of 
subsequently validated insights — is now suggesting that 
Hollande is, indeed, moving away from the United States, and 
toward Russia. If they get this one right, too, then that 
publication, known in its native language as Deutsche 
Wirtschafts Nachrichten, or DWN, will have cemented its leading 
position as a reporter of global affairs. 
On November 17th, they bannered, “Putin Instructs Russian 
Navy to Treat France as an Ally.” Two days later, on the 19th, 
they headlined, “France Praises Putin: He Fights Sincerely 
Against Terrorism,” and reported that France’s “Foreign Minister 
Fabius praised the Russian president Putin. Francois Hollande 
meets with Putin.The Senate spokeswoman calls for the end of 
the sanctions. After the terrorist attacks, the two countries also 
cooperate militarily.”  
If all of these things are true, then how can France remain 
within NATO? The only certainty can be that if France does 
abandon NATO, then the post-Cold-War world, in which the 
United States has expanded NATO up to Russia’s borders though 
the Soviet Union’s equivalent Warsaw Pact disbanded when 
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev allowed the Berlin Wall to fall 
(the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact both actually ended in 
1991), is now ending, on account of America’s unwavering 
commitment to place nuclear missiles on Russia’s borders aimed 
against Moscow. 
Quite possibly, history-making changes are soon to occur.  
DWN’s report on the 19th says “Angela Merkel limits her support 
of France in the fight against jihadists to merely platitudes. ‘Our 
thoughts are always with the victims, with the injured and their 
families, and we are always working closely with our French 
friends. … This act of inhumanity targets all of us.’”  
No one can doubt the tensions that exist between member-

nations within the EU, but the possibility that France might go 
so far as to separate itself from Germany and from the U.S. and 
join the alliance of Russia, Syria, and Iran, against the 
international jihadist movement, which is strictly Sunni and is 
financed mainly by the royal families in Saudi Arabia, Qater, 
UAE, Bahrain, and Kuwait (and here you have “Al Qaeda’s 
Bookkeeper Spills the Beans” about that), is virtually 
unprecented, and of enormous potential significance. Only time 
will tell whether that possibility will turn into a reality — an 
actual transformation of the global power-structure. 
One thing, however, is for certain: the French government know 
that U.S. President Obama has been lying to assert that Bashar 
al-Assad is the reason why there are terrorists in Syria. The only 
question now is whether Hollande will continue publicly 
supporting Obama’s — America’s — lies. If not, then that will be 
the end of the Franco-American alliance, which goes all the way 
back to the founding of American democracy, but might no 
longer be able to sustain America’s having become recently a 
dictatorship. 
http://rinf.com/alt-news/breaking-news/german-
economic-news-infers-france-will-re-align-with-russia-
abandon-u-s/ 

*** 

Bloomberg: Hours Before Terror Attacks, Paris 

Practiced for a Mass Shooting 

By Thomas Dishaw, November 17, 2015 

http://thomasdishaw.com/bloomberg-hours-before-

terror-attacks-paris-practiced-for-a-mass-shooting/  

*** 

ASIO received warnings on Monis days before Sydney 

siege, inquest told 

November 18, 2015 - 11:51AM 

Sydney siege: Inquest examines what ASIO knew 

The inquest into the Martin Place siege is considering 

what information Australia's intelligence agencies had 

about Man Haron Monis before the deadly attack took place 

last year.  
A national security hotline received 18 warnings about 
gunman Man Haron Monis in the days before the deadly 
Sydney siege, an inquest has heard.  
The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation and 
the NSW Police decided he was not a threat. 

 
Warnings: Man Haron Monis. Photo: Kate Geraghty 

The third hearing in the inquest into the Lindt cafe deaths last 
December, which began on Wednesday, will focus on whether 
ASIO did enough to track Monis.  
Counsel assisting the inquest, Jeremy Gormly, SC, said ASIO 
had examined Monis' Facebook page three times after the 
hotline received a series of warnings, some of them 
duplicates, on December 9. 
These came six days before the siege that left three people, 
including Monis, dead.  
"The analyst concluded that the posts did not include a desire or 
intent to engage in politically motivated violence," Mr Gormly 
said. NSW Police reached the same conclusion as did the 
Australian Federal Police. Police also found Monis' behaviour did 
not amount to terrorism advocacy under new counter-terrorism 
legislation. Mr Gormly said ASIO had been in contact with Monis 
since 1996 when he first applied for a business visa after 
immigrating from Iran. The spy agency made one adverse 
security assessment of Monis in 1998 but it did not relate to a 
terrorism threat, the inquest heard. That assessment was later 
overturned after an investigation.  
ASIO came to know Monis well as he frequently contacted them 
in what amounted to "little more than nuisance calls". 
He offered the organisation, over the phone and also in person, 
information about overseas terrorism such as the September 11 
attacks and the London bombings.  
At one point he gave ASIO a three page document setting out 
his desire to become a security source. ASIO declined the offer. 
Appearing for the organisation, barrister James Renwick, SC, 
said ASIO had provided the inquest "unprecedented" access to 
its premises and documents. ASIO operatives will give evidence 
in a closed court because of security concerns. 

The inquest will examine what information ASIO held on Monis, 
how it interacted with other counter-terrorism bodies and 
whether Monis appeared on security watch lists. 
The inquest will conclude with an eight week hearing beginning 
in March next year. It will focus on the police operation during 
the siege itself. 
http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/asio-received-warnings-on-monis-
days-before-sydney-siege-inquest-told-20151117-gl1gq6.html 

*** 
Frydenberg visits Bataclan 

November 17, 2015 by J-Wire Staff 
Melbourne MP Josh Frydenberg has paid a visit to the Bataclan 
Concert Hall in Paris…scene of one the most horrific terrorist 
attacks in recent times. 
The Liberal Member for Kooyong tweeted: “Joining thousands of 
Parisians, Ambassador Brady and I laid flowers at the memorial 
outside Bataclan Concert Hall.” 
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Frydenberg also tweeted  “‘Rock Kills You’ said a message at the 
memorial outside Bataclan Concert Hall in Paris. Say no more.” 
Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Resources and Energy and 
the Norther Territory was visiting the French capital to 
participate in a climate conference. 
He told media: “Australia grieves with France following the 
horrendous events that occurred here.”adding “but for the grace 
of God this could happen in Australia”. 
89 people lost their lives at the Bataclan Concert Hall on Friday 
evening with 40 other lives taken at other targeted sites. 

 
Josh Frydenberg and Ambassador Stephen Brady pay 
their respects Photo: Twitter 
http://www.jwire.com.au/frydenberg-visits-bataclan/ 

***  

Mossad’s Fingerprints On Paris Attacks 

http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=1080 

*** 

Charles Krafft designs Award for Right Wing Publisher 
My London art show opening last Thursday was cancelled 
by my gallery there. They refused to exhibit the work 
which had nothing to do with race or the Holocaust. 
Here's some negative reporting about that and a 
statuette I made of sci-fi fantasy pioneer author H.P. 
Lovecraft.   
http://hyperallergic.com/254089/white-nationalist-
artist-charles-krafft-designsawardforrightwingpublisher/  

***  

US-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard freed from prison 

after 30 years 

After decades in jail, Pollard, 61, released from North 

Carolina facility where he has been serving a life 

sentence; Netanyahu: ‘I’ve longed for this day’ 

By Rebecca Shimoni Stoil and Marissa Newman November 

20, 2015, 11:29 

***  

VIDEO: With Open Gates « 

In this video virtually every white person advocating for 
mass immigration is a European Jew or an American Jew 
or an Israeli Jew ... An amazing group strategy that 
explains the Riddle of the Jews' success !!!  
http://nationalvanguard.org/with-open-gates/ 

*** 

Subject: Blacklisting 
Date: September 7, 2015 8:20:26 PM PDT 
To: contact@ifamericansknew.org 

Dear Alison Weir: 
I have followed the story of your struggle to escape the 
blacklisting efforts of various groups that just happen to be 
Jewish. I had the same struggle and lost, long ago. (I have a 
PhD in Middle East Studies and never worked a day with it.) You 
are a tough one and I wish you well. 
Unusually, I later found a book published by AIPAC for its 
members that detailed the network that destroyed my academic 
career: campus by campus on 100 campuses. They then 
claimed networks on 200 campuses, and in the documents 
released in the CNI lawsuit against AIPAC they said 400 
campuses. I can send you a copy of that book, if you wish. 

x 
Seattle 
P.S.: Here are the groups that they mentioned. It is surely 

pretty self-confident to list one's spy organizations; they even 

listed a hundred of so key Jewish spies on campus in an 

appendix! Oddly, all happen to be Jewish: B'nai B'rith Hillel 

Foundation and Jews-only fraternities and sororities "uniquely 

organized as political units" loyal to Israel (University of 

Alabama); Israel Committee sponsored by the B'nai B'rith Hillel 

Foundation (American University); Amherst B'nai B'rith Hillel 

Foundation, Committee for Political Involvement, Shofar 

magazine (Amherst College); Ha'aretz Group sponsored by the 

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, Zionist Group [also called the 

United Zionist Instititutions], and the Jewish Defense League 

(University of Arizona); Israel Action Committee of the B'nai 

B'rith Hillel Foundation, and the Shalom newsletter (Arizona 

State University); B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, Israel 

Opportunity Fair, Lewiston-Augurn Jewish Federation, and 

Temple Shalom Synagogue Center (Bates College); Israel 

Student Alliance and the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation (Boston 

College); B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation and its front group the 

Student Alliance for Israel (Bradley University); Brandeis B'nai 

B'rith Hillel Foundation, FOCUS magazine with national 

distribution, Brandeis Zionist Alliance, Moderate Zionist group, 

Progressive Zionist Group, [Americans for] Peace Now, and the 

New Jewish Agenda (Brandeis University); Brown Zionist 

Alliance, Israel Programming Committee, B'nai B'rith Hillel 

Foundation, and the Progressive Zionist Caucus (Brown 

University); B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, Jewish Student Union 

and the Jewish Defense League (Buffalo State College); B'nai 

B'rith Hillel Foundation, Jewish Student Board, Israel Action 

Committee, Berkeley Friends of Israel, Israel Education Week, 

Israel Information Table, the Ha'etgar campus magazine, and 

university sponsored, segregated Jews-only cooperative housing 

that is a stronghold of Israeli patriotism (University of California-

Berkeley); the Hillel Council of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation 

coordinating the 19 Zionist organizations on the campus, 

including the Jewish Student Union, Israel Action Committee, 

Concerned Students, and United Jewish Appeal, along with 

hardcore pro-Israeli activism by Jewish faculty member, etc..... 

*** 

From: Representative  
Pressrepresentativepress@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 5:15 AM 
Subject: Re: Blacklisting 
To: ReporterNotebook reporternotebook@gmail.com 
Hi Michael, 
Thanks for sending that. I think part of the motivation for 
YouTube's policy change has to do with that agenda to 
financially hinder those who would report honestly about Israel 
and Palestine. Please share this petition with everyone you can 
and ask them to share it with others. The example I show in this 
video makes my point about the policy:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3migvCsRxi4&feature=yout
u.be&t=5m27s  
-Tom 
 
Direct link to petition: https://www.change.org/p/larry-page-
cofounder-google-susan-wojcicki-ceo-of-youtube-eric-e-
schmidt-executive-chairman-google-sergey-brin-co-founder-of-
google-sridhar-ramaswamy-senior-vice-president-ads-
commerce-youtube-please-restore-ad-revenue-for-journalists-
reportingonwa?recruiter=393335316&utm_source=share_petitio
n&utm_medium=copylink 

______________________________________________ 
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